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Serenade in A Major for Small Orchestra, Opus 16

JOHANNES BRAHMS
Born in Hamburg, May 7,1833; died in Vienna, April 3,1897

At the Detmold Court

To the art-conscious traveler, a journey
through Europe reveals a phenomenon unique
on the cultural map of the world. In Austria or

Germany, Switzerland or Italy, and also in cer¬
tain countries east of the Iron Curtain, every city
of consequence takes pride in its own theater,
opera house or concert hall. In Germany, even
small towns that would be mere trading posts
or railroad transfers in other countries maintain
art centers of no minor significance.
A dense network of art organizations has long

been Germany's cultural heritage. Since the
Middle Ages, the generous patronage of sacred
and secular forms of music-making established
an uninterrupted tradition of performance at
numerous churches, courts and municipalities.
Thus the North German principality of Det¬

mold had long enjoyed a prosperous art life.
Musical performance blossomed at the Det¬
mold residence since the reign of Prince Paul
Alexander. From 1826 to 1833, Albert Lortzing
(composer of such delightful operas as Zar und
Zimmermann, or Der Wildschütz, and others)
served at the Detmold court theater as music

director. In 1825, this handsome theater in Gre¬
cian style had been opened with a performance
of Mozart's operaT/tus. In 1851, Prince Leopold
II followed his father to the Detmold throne.
The Prince and his wife were ardent music lov¬
ers. There were frequent concerts at court. Dur¬
ing the winter, there were public subscription
concerts. The classical repertory in every me¬

dium was cultivated.
As early as 1849 a mixed chorus was founded

in Detmold. The choir joined the court orches¬
tra in the interpretation of vocal master scores.
And the three sisters of the Sovereign, Prin¬
cesses Louise, Friederike and Pauline, enthusi¬
astically joined in rehearsals and performances.
When Leopold II decided to engage a musi¬

cian of highest standards as choral director, this
position was offered to Johannes Brahms. Prin¬
cess Friederike had met Brahms in the house
of Robert Schumann; she studied piano with
Clara, the master's wife, in Düsseldorf.
Brahms accepted the conductorship of the

chorus, and in September, 1857, he moved to
Detmold. He was twenty-four years old. We
know that the time spent there was a happy one
in the life of the often melancholy composer.

The Detmold environment was conducive to

work and relaxation. Brahms was enchanted
with the handsome residential gardens, and
made frequent excursions to the Teutoburg
Forest.

From the choral rehearsals, Brahms learned a

great deal for the performing practice of the
vocal medium, which he treated so ingenuous¬
ly in his later works. And he embarked in Det¬
mold on the composition of his first orchestral
scores. These are the two serenades in D major,
Opus 11, and in A major, Opus 16. He availed
himself of the opportunity to listen almost daily
to the court orchestra under the baton of Ka¬

pellmeister Kiel. Brahms believed that the road
to the conquest of the orchestral medium, as
far as he was concerned, originated from the
music of Haydn rather than from that of Beet¬
hoven. Brahms concentrated in Detmold on the

study of Haydn's symphonies. We find in the



two serenades a reflection of these studies as

well as of the serene background of his Det-
mold years.

In the fall of 1859, Brahms wrote to Carl
Grâdener that his first serenade (Opus 11) was

completed, and that the second serenade (Opus
16) was ready to be put into final score. And to
his friend Joseph Joachim, Brahms confided in
April, 1860: "I have rarely written notes with
such delight. My state of mind was thoroughly
serene."

Symphonic Cycle

I

The Second Serenade in A Major is scored for
small orchestra. Flutes, oboes, clarinets, bas¬
soons and horns all play in pairs. The string
choir consists of violas, cellos and double
basses. The absence of violins is worthy of note.
Brahms later followed a similar procedure in
the opening movement of his German Requiem.
The Serenade shows the orchestral style typi¬

cal of the young Brahms. It is economic. The
tone colors are sometimes muted; at other
times, bright and warmly romantic. Haydn's lu¬
cidity shines as guidepost through the textures.
The Serenade has five movements. The open¬

ing allegro moderato (A major, 2/2) introduces
a simple ascending theme, proposed by the
quartet of clarinets and bassoons. As so fre¬
quently with Brahms, the structural significance
of this subject is recognized only as the music
unfolds.
The first of the subsidiary subjects recalls a

song by Brahms. It has the flavor of a melody
from the Fifteen Romances, Opus 33. These
Lieder, after Ludwig Tieck's Magelone, were
published shortly after the orchestral serenades.
The second theme, announced by clarinets,

sets a carefree, almost folkloristic mood. Aided
by other auxiliary motives, these themes be¬
come the melodic pillars of the ensuing sonata

form. The development sets the Magelone mo¬
tive into stretto. Before long, it leads the main
theme to more distant keys.
The recapitulation varies the orchestral col¬

ors and adjusts the harmonic relationship to the
tonic key. There is a tender fade-out.

II

A scherzo follows. This second movement

(vivace, C major, 3/4) represents, along with the
finale, the most joyous music of the Serenade.
The form of this vivace is patterned after Bee¬

thoven's scherzo type. There is its fast pace; the
music lives by rhythmic and dynamic impulses.
The scherzo theme is given out by wind in¬

struments and dominates the movement. Clari¬
nets and bassoons, with the solo horn joining,
initiate the trio. The melody is accompanied by
a parallel voice, mostly in sixths.
After the trio, the scherzo is repeated in tra¬

ditional manner. There is a brief coda.

III

Perhaps the most beautiful part of the Sere¬
nade is its slow movement. The structure rises

from a ground bass. The expression of the ada¬
gio non troppo (A minor, 12/8) is quiet and
dreamy. But there are moments of passion.
The principal theme is entrusted to the wood¬

winds (motto espressivo). From its beginning,
the melody is accompanied by the bass figure
(performed legato by the strings in octaves).
This initial bass figure attaches itself to the mod¬
ulations of the melody and keeps it almost
constant company. As a result, this movement
recalls the ancient form-type known as cha-
conne. Brahms favored it also in other orches¬
tral works (notably in the Haydn Variations and
in the Fourth Symphony).

In the Serenade, we hear a series of transmu¬
tations of the adagio theme and its companion.
A second subject, with the oboes leading, has
merely episodic character.
The exposition leads as far afield as to the key



of A-flat (in this movement of A minor) and
brings a warm melody of the horns playing
"solo à due" (according to the instruction of
the score). The development and recapitulation
stresses the initial theme.
The beautiful adagio reveals an emotion

strong enough to penetrate all that skillful elab¬
oration, inspired by a baroque model.

Brahms sent Clara Schumann the first three
movements of the Serenade as a present for her
birthday on September 10, 1859. One week
later, Clara answered her friend: "What shall I
tell you about the adagio? I cannot find one
single word to express the delight that this piece
has given me. I know you wish to hear a great
deal. It is difficult to analyze this movement. It
makes me think of something extremely beau¬
tiful, as though I were observing the filaments
of a rare beautiful flower. The entire movement

has a somewhat ecclesiastical quality ... it
could be an Eleison. Dear Johannes, you know
I can better feel all this than express it in sen¬
tences."

IV

The fourth movement borrows the steps of a
quaint minuet. It is characterized by a some¬
what hesitant motive: pauses are interspersed
into the melodic line. The expression of the
quasi menuetto (D major, 6/4) varies from the
gracious to the melancholy.
The trio assigns to the oboe a pastoral tune of

innocent loveliness. Clara Schumann observed
that the minuet "has great charm and is a bit
Haydn-like.... The oboe in the trio must sound
quite original with its soaring melody."
But after the performance of the Serenade

by the Vienna Philharmonic on March 8,1863,
Otto Dessoff, the conductor, informed Brahms:
"Since you gave me permission to experiment

with the trio, I had the idea—listen and be
amazed—to give the oboe part to the viola: this
sounds most charming and warm."

V

The finale is a merry allegro (A major, 2/4).
The energetic theme is proposed by clarinets
and taken up by the oboes introducing a trip¬
let rhythm. Another important subject is an¬
nounced espressivo by oboe solo with support
from the cello.
The ground plan of the finale is that of a

rondo. The themes and their development ap¬
pear to be carefree. But in a manner rather typi¬
cal of Brahms, the mood occasionally darkens
even in this predominantly joyous environ¬
ment.

A piccolo flute gaily whistles along through¬
out sections of the finale. And the music con¬

cludes in true serenade fashion, dismissing the
listener in good cheer.

In 1875, Brahms revised the score of the Sec¬
ond Serenade. On November 16 of that year,
Brahms wrote to Bernhard Scholz, music direc¬
tor in Breslau: "Please postpone the perform¬
ance until the musicians are really comfortable
with the music. That is the main thing! As to
the cast, eight (or more) violas, six cellos, four
basses or so seem right."

Brahms also made a humorous confession:
"When I started to write on this sheet of paper,
I had a secret Wagnerian desire to say some¬

thing very beautiful in detail about my beautiful
opus, but this desire has long faded away." The
slightly sarcastic joke alludes to Richard Wag¬
ner's proverbial loquacity. The Bayreuth master
wrote tomes of prose pleading for his music
and analyzing its intent. Brahms, by contrast,
preferred his "absolute" music to speak for
itself.



Sonata in A Major for Piano, Violin and Cello, K. 12
Sonata in F Major for Piano, Violin and Cello, K. 13

WOLFGANG AMADEUS MOZART
Born in Salzburg, January 27, 7756; died in Vienna, December 5,1791

An Ambitious Journey

In 1762, Leopold Mozart planned and pre¬
pared a number of tours to present his two
prodigious children Maria Anna (Nannerl) and
Wolfgang Amadeus to musical Europe. It was a

very ambitious project, with a number of west¬
ern art capitals on the itinerary.
We realize the boldness of this venture if we

recall the travel conditions in the middle of
the eighteenth century. All land travel was, of
course, by carriage. The great distance from
Austria to France and England made such a trip
strenuous for adults. With two fragile children
it was a major venture fraught with all kinds
of risks.

Leopold Mozart hoped to have his uniquely
talented children seen and heard all over the
world. In letter after letter to his family and
friends, he commented upon the wonderful gift
that God had bestowed upon his children, par¬
ticularly on Wolfgang. And he always con¬
cluded with a plea that God might grant them
good health.

By November 18,1763, Leopold Mozart and
the two children had made their way to Paris.
They were warmly received there, and it was in
the French capital that some of Wolfgang's mu¬
sic was first published. Leopold proudly wrote
home:
"The engraver has now in hand four sonatas

by Mr. Wolfgang Mozart. Imagine the excite¬
ment these sonatas will make in the world when

people read on the title page that they are the
work of a child seven years old."

From Paris the Mozarts went to London and
arrived there on April 13,1764. Four days later,
the children performed between 6:00 and 9:00
P.M. at Buckingham Palace. They were in time
to participate at the festivities celebrating the
fourth anniversary of the ascension of King
George III to the British throne. Leopold Mo¬
zart had printed six new sonatas for piano and
flute or violin that Wolfgang had just com¬
pleted, and these sonatas were dedicated to
the Queen of Great Britain. Queen Charlotte
Sophie, like her husband, loved music. And,
as Haydn observed three decades later, "she
played the piano not badly—for a queen!"
Among these scores dedicated to the queen

are the Sonatas K. 13 and K. 12 (heard in this
order on the record).

Admired Models

These two scores reveal how young Wolf¬
gang patterned his work after some admired
models. How could it have been otherwise? The

study of Mozart's creative procedure shows
that Wolfgang became the apprentice of mas¬
ters whose work he admired and whom he in¬

stinctively considered worthy of imitation.
A strong influence on young Mozart was Jo¬

hann Christian Bach. The Mozart family met
Johann Sebastian's youngest son in London. Jo¬
hann Christian greatly enjoyed Wolfgang, who,
in return, developed an affection for the "Lon¬
don Bach." His music, more than that of any
other member of the Bach family, approached



the new classical trend of composition. Some
of the refined cantilenas in Mozart's Sonatas K.
12 and K. 13 point to Johann Christian's music
as a source. The employment of thematic con¬
trast and other features place the two youth¬
ful sonatas in the stylistic proximity of Johann
Christian's workshop.
Indicative of Mozart's procedure at this very

time is the so-called Londoner Notenskizzen-

buch, containing sketches for his compositions.
The notebook is written in pencil and shows
the handwriting of the eight-year-old Wolfgang
to be clear and neat, with detailed instructions
for performance, such as for phrasing and ar¬
ticulation.

Performance Practice

The Marlboro recording of Mozart's Sonata
in F Major, K. 13 and Sonata in A Major, K. 12
must be appreciated in terms of pre-classical in¬
terpretation. We hear these two works played
as sonatas à tre. In each case, we listen to a trio
ensemble consisting of violin, piano and cello.

In 1755, the year before Mozart's birth, Jean
Jacques Rousseau had published his extended
article on the meaning of the term "sonata" in
Diderot's Encyclopédie. "The sonata is to in¬
struments what the cantata is to voices," ob¬
served the encyclopedic philosopher-musician.
"The sonata is usually composed for a single
instrument that is accompanied by basso con¬
tinuo."

Two decades later, after Mozart had contrib¬
uted many beautiful works named "sonata,"
Johann Georg Sulzer's Allgemeine Theorie der
schònen Künste (a musicological standard ref¬
erence for many generations) explained:
"The sonata is an instrumental piece of two,

three or four successive movements of different
character. It has one or more melody parts, with
only one player to a part. Depending on the

number of its concertante melodic parts, a so¬
nata is described as being à solo, à due, à tré,
and so forth."

In pre-classical times, then, the so-called "so¬
nata with piano accompaniment" lent itself to
various types of performance. If played as a

trio, the violin could double the melody's voice
or temporarily assume the role of a middle
voice. The cello, likewise, doubled or under¬
lined, in a freer manner, the bass part of the
piano. But the violin could also assume relative
independence, as it does in both of the Mozart
Sonatas K. 13, and K. 12.
The violin and piano parts in these sonatas

are written out in full. This is worthy of note.
For until about 1750, most keyboard parts sup¬

plied merely filling voices. The accompaniment
was played quasi extemporaneously. But Mo¬
zart instructs the keyboard performer to play
his part essentially the way it is written. This
also applies to the violin part. The cello part, by
contrast, could be added "ad libitum."

Sonata in F Major, K. 13

The child Mozartwrote theSonata in F Major,
K. 13 in Paris and London. There are three
movements. Their sequence—allegro, andante,
menuetto, (I and II) —combines baroque and
classical traits.
The first allegro (F major, 2/4) proposes a

slightly syncopated, gracefully ornamented
theme. Triplets and thirty seconds enliven the
allegro with metric variety. Throughout the mu¬

sic, embellishments present a challenge to the
performer's sense of style.
The middle movement (andante, 2/2) is in

the parallel key of F minor. The melody (as in
the preceding allegro) is set in imitation and
shared by piano and violin. In the bass a line
of even eighth notes, played legato, continues
throughout the movement. Does this beautiful,



lyrical andante betray the helping hand of Mo¬
zart's father? Convincing use is made of the
combined string and keyboard sonorities.
Two brief minuets conclude the Sonata K. 13.

The employment of these French court dances
recalls the fact that Mozart began work on the
sonata in Paris. The theme of the first minuet

(F major, 3/4) consists of a descending chro¬
matic line, alternately answered by the ascend¬
ing head motive. The chromatic minuet themes
of Mozart's mature period come to mind.
The second minuet (in the relative key of

D minor) replaces melodic chromaticism with
contrasting patterns of harmonic chord figura¬
tion. After the second minuet, the first is played
da capo.

Sonata in A Major, K. 12

The Sonata in A Major, K. 12 was composed
during the fall of 1764 in London. There are
two movements: an andante is followed by an

allegro.
The friendly andante theme is adroitly dis¬

tributed between violin and keyboard. (The
cello supports the bass in motivic manner.) This
opening movement (A major,4/4) follows a sim¬
ple plan (as does the initial movement in K. 13).
In the first section, it modulates to the domi¬
nant. After the double bar, the second section
strives for related keys prior to the homecom¬
ing cadence.
The second and last movement is a gay al¬

legro (A major, 3/8). It introduces its breezy
theme in a period of classical symmetry. The
development, both thematically and harmoni¬
cally, provides variety. Patterns range from
chordal sequences to brisk unison figures —

again foretelling a style characteristic of the
mature Mozart.

In both of these two youthful sonatas, a truly
Mozartian tone delights us. We recognize his
personal style in graceful lines, in the intensifi¬
cation of texture and in his gentle expression.
We sense how the young Mozart tried to avoid
conventional periodization. Of course there
are numerous traditional patterns derived from
German, Italian and French models. But we are

always aware of an apprentice on the threshold
of conquering a magistral craft.
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